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SINGER- SONGWRITER, JACLYN BRADLEY, TURNS HEARTBREAK INTO ART
WITH HER NEW SINGLE, LOVE KILLER
Jaclyn Bradley is following the legacy of a long line of singers who have loved, lost and
written songs about it.
Like recent releases by Adele and Kacey Musgraves, Bradley’s latest release follows
the separation of her marriage. Jaclyn Bradley (also known as Jaclyn Bradley Palmer)
is releasing a single under her remerged maiden name.
Bradley, best known for her performance appearances on Vh1, The voice of Holland,
and Ireland’s Got Talent, wrote Love Killer while experiencing the non-linear healing that
accompanies the end of a relationship, and the self love and discovery that follows.
“There came a moment, or many moments really, when I remembered myself, said
Bradley, “writing helped me to hear my own voice again.”
Love Killer was produced at Resistor Studios in Nashville by Joshua Grange (Lucinda
Williams, Sheryl Crow, kd lang). Mastering was finished by Wim Bolt in The
Netherlands.
“I have held onto this song for awhile,” says Bradley, “The writing/production process
happened in a dark place. I think I delayed its release a bit because it is deeply
personal and I needed the song to belong to only me for awhile… yet with time, healing,
and forgiveness, I am ready to share it from a place of light and to connect to others
through music again.”
The listener should be prepared to hear a song that digs deep and puts one in the mood
for soul searching. Bradley has found her stride and shows strength and grit in the
single.
Sometimes art requires age, experience and maturity. Love Killer showcases an
evolved singer-songwriter in Bradley.
“There have been films and songs I didn't truly understand until I revisited them as an
adult,” said Bradley, “and there are songs you cannot write until you’ve had the
experience. In living through pain, moving through it, owning things and rediscovering
myself, my heart has become open and I am grateful.”

